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ABSTRACT

In Wireless mesh networks mesh access points (MAPs) forward traffic wirelessly towards users or Internet gateways. A
user device usually connects to the MAP with the strongest signal, as such MAP should guarantee the best quality of ser-
vice. However, this connection policy may lead to: (i) unfairness towards users that are distant from gateways; (ii) uneven
distribution of users to MAPs; and (iii) inefficient use of network paths. We present a new model and solution approach
to the problem of assigning users to MAPs and routing the data within the mesh network with the objective of providing
max–min fair throughput. The problem is formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming problem (MILP). Because
of the inherent complexity of the problem, real size instances cannot be solved to optimality within the time limits for
online optimization. Therefore, we propose an original heuristic solution algorithm for the resulting MILP. Both numerical
comparisons and network simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed heuristic. For random networks, the
heuristic achieves 98% of the optimal solution. Network simulations show that in medium-sized networks, the number of
users with at least 1 Mbit/s minimum end-to-end rate increases by 550% when compared with the classical signal-strength
based association. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless local area networks (WLANs) have become
extremely popular to provide Internet access in homes,
schools, or public places. Such deployments typically
cover a small geographic area and are called hotspots. To
extend the area of hotspots in a cost-efficient way, network
providers have increasingly used wireless mesh networks
(WMNs) to interconnect WLAN access points (APs) [1].
In a WMN, mesh nodes (MNs) forward traffic by a wireless
connection on behalf of mesh APs (MAPs) or other MNs.
Only a subset of the MN, the mesh gateways (MGWs), is
connected to a wired distribution network like the Inter-
net. MAPs offer access to user stations (STAs), just like
normal APs.

In many practical network deployments, an STA may
access the Internet through a range of different (M)APs,
routing paths, and MGWs. For example, Figure 1 shows
the results of a site survey for the Karlstad University
campus, which was made using the Cisco Wireless LAN
Control System. With IEEE 802.11g and a PHY rate of
24 Mbit/s, roughly 55% of the users in the hotspot area can
choose from only one AP. At 45% of the locations, users

can choose between 2, 3, and even 4 APs. With 12 Mbit/s,
even more choices are possible. In this example, the cam-
pus WLAN does not use a WMN. However, when a WMN
is used as a backbone, the APs can be deployed even denser
thus allowing even more choices.

When an STA wants to connect to a hotspot of a cer-
tain network provider (which might use a mesh network
to connect the APs to the Internet), the WLAN driver nor-
mally searches for all APs with the service set identifier of
the desired network provider. It typically connects to the
AP with the highest received signal strength (RSS). Using
the AP with the highest signal strength is often problem-
atic and may lead to congestion because some APs may
need to serve a large portion of the users, whereas others
may be underutilized. Figure 2 illustrates this problem in
a small network. The entire traffic of one STA needs to
be routed via one AP and the mesh to a Network Oper-
ations Center (NOC), where access control and account-
ing functions are performed. The MGWs are connected
to the NOC via xDSL and Generic Routing Encapsulation
(GRE) tunnels. In such a setup, which is typical for com-
mercial hotspot deployments, RSS-based STA/MAP asso-
ciation and minimum hop-count routing results in three
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Figure 1. Likelihood being in coverage range from several APs
in Karlstad University Campus WLAN.
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Figure 2. Example of RSS association/minimum hop count.

stations using MAP1 as AP and MGW1 as gateway,
whereas MAP2 and MGW2 are only used by one station.
This leads to unfairness: STA1-3 need to share resources,
whereas STA4 exclusively uses one AP and MGW. By dis-
tributing the load better (Figure 3 ), STA1-3 now receive
higher flow rates, as resources are only shared among two
instead of three users.

The goal of this paper is to develop mechanisms that
allow the network to better utilize available resources of
mesh-connected hotspots. This is achieved by optimizing
user/MAP associations, path selections, flow rates given
fairness, and network resource constraints.

MGW2MAP2

MAP1 MGW1

Network Operations 
and Control Center

Figure 3. Example of optimized association/routing.

1.1. Related work

Related work falls into two areas: optimization of STA-AP
selection in WLANs and optimization of STA-AP selection
and routing in WMNs.

For normal WLANs (without mesh backhaul), the
problem has been studied extensively from an optimiza-
tion theory perspective as well as from a system archi-
tecture design perspective. Bejerano et al. [2] study
fairness in STA-AP association problem. The authors
propose an approximation algorithm to compute a max–
min fair rate allocation. Li et al. [3] introduce a nonlin-
ear formulation for the optimization problem. The authors
propose a heuristic solution algorithm to compute a pro-
portional fair rate allocation that guarantees to achieve at
least 50% of the optimal solution. Bahl et al. [4] present
a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation
for the problem and implement an optimization system
using cell-breathing concepts known from cellular net-
works. To speed up the computation, Bejerano et al. [2],
Li et al. [3], and Bahl et al. [4] use linear relaxations of
integer constraints. Bahl et al. [4], in addition, decom-
pose the initial problem, so that instead of solving the
initial MILP, a minimum weight bipartite matching prob-
lem is solved. Bipartite matching problems can be solved to
optimality in polynomial time. In [5], the re-optimization
problem of WLAN associations is studied. With dynamic
user arrivals and departures, it may be necessary to per-
form handovers of stations frequently and hence disrupt
ongoing connections. The optimization model in [5] then
provides a method to determine when such a handover
should be performed, given that there is a cost associated
with it.

Whereas Bejerano et al. [2], Li et al. [3], and Bahl
et al. [4] focus on the optimization problem itself, Vasan
et al. [6], Vasudevan et al. [7], Ahmed and Keshav [8],
and Murty et al. [9] use simple heuristics to find an
AP-STA selection, but propose system architectures for
actually implementing such solutions in a real network.
Such simple heuristics in general do not provide good
performance. Recently, D’Andreagiovanni et al. [10] and
D’Andreagiovanni [11] have demonstrated that in real net-
work deployments, the adaptation of optimization tech-
niques leads to a more effective and efficient use of the
limited available resources.

Although the aforementioned works provide valuable
insights and give inspiration for the efficient optimiza-
tion of STA-AP associations, they focus on infrastructure
WLANs only. In a WMN, those algorithms might still pro-
vide low performance: Connecting to a lightly loaded AP
may result in low throughput, as the wireless mesh back-
bone from the AP to the MGW might be overloaded or
the gateway has low available capacity. Hence, the joint
optimization of routing and STA-AP associations can give
large benefits, as shown in [12–14]. The STA-MAP associ-
ation problem in the context of WMNs has been studied as
a nonlinear optimization problem in [12,13]. Whereas Kim
et al. [12] state that there is a trade-off between fairness and
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throughput, Luo et al. [13] claim to improve throughput
while enhancing fairness. Määttä and Bräysy [15] propose
a heuristic algorithm to solve the association and routing
problem. The three latter works use simple fairness con-
cepts. In [12] and [15], the bit rate of any two STA cannot
differ by more than a fairness ratio. However, such ratio
may limit the rate of one STA, even if it does not com-
pete with a second STA that receives a lower rate. Luo
et al. [13] claim to achieve max–min fairness and
indeed do not compute the lexicographically maxi-
mum rate vector, as required by the classical textbook
definition [16].

In [17–21], max–min fair rate allocations are computed
according to [16]. For example, Dong et al. [17] jointly
optimize routing and rate allocation but rely on clients to
forward traffic on behalf of other clients. This is typically
not possible in WMNs. Tang et al. [18] study max–min fair
rate allocation and routing in WMNs. However, Tang et al.
[18] might require multipath routing, which often leads to
practical problems such as packet reordering and higher
jitter.

Leith et al. [19] propose a convex optimization model
for max–min fairness in WMNs on the basis of the IEEE
802.11e standard. Raniwala et al. [20] propose a con-
gestion control algorithm to achieve max–min fairness in
WMNs. Finally, Pioro et al. [21] present a mixed-integer
linear programming model for max–min fair rate allocation
in WMNs. The latter three papers do not optimize routing.

1.2. Contributions

To the best of our knowledge, no other optimization model
and a corresponding fast heuristic for WMNs have been
proposed previously that jointly consider single-path rout-
ing, AP selection, and rate allocation under max–min fair-
ness. Under practical considerations, such a model would
be desirable, as the single-path routing avoids packet
reordering and max–min fairness does not require a priori
knowledge of traffic demands.

Some previous works only consider a subset of those
aspects and do not consider an integrated optimization
problem. Other works jointly optimize all those aspects but
rely on simple heuristics and do not compare them against
the solutions obtained by the exact methods. It is thus not
possible to evaluate the quality of the produced solutions.

The main objective of our work is to close the gaps in
the literature that we highlighted, proposing a fast heuris-
tic for the integrated planning of all the considered aspects
of the mesh optimization problem. Additionally, we assess
the quality of the obtained solutions w.r.t. those obtained
by an exact approach.

The key contributions of this paper are as follows:

� A compact mathematical formulation (i.e., the num-
ber of constraints is polynomial in the size of the
input) for the problem: Specifically, the set of solu-
tions to the problem is defined through a mixed-
integer linear programming (MILP) formulation. The

resulting optimization problem can, in principle, be
solved by an effective commercial solver, although in
practice, this cannot be performed within the implicit
time limit imposed by the application;

� A fast heuristic algorithm: Because of the long
time required to find an optimal solution, the
exact approach is not suitable for online optimiza-
tion. We hence develop a novel heuristic solution
algorithm, which iteratively solves the STA-MAP
association and the routing and rate allocation prob-
lem. For medium to large size networks (up to
300 users), the run-time does not exceed 10 s,
which makes it suitable and competitive for online
network optimization. For a number of random
networks, we show that the minimum per STA
rate computed by our heuristic roughly matches
98% of the rate computed by the exact solution
algorithm;

� Extensive evaluation with network simulations: We
extensively evaluate the solution algorithms and com-
pare them with two simple heuristics, which use the
RSS and the distance of an MAP to the next MGW
(similar to what is performed in [22]). We show the
superiority of our heuristic over the other heuristics.
In particular for TCP connections, fairness improves
greatly.

We stress that, to the best of our knowledge, this is the
first paper which (i) compares a heuristic to the exact solu-
tion in terms of algorithm run-time and solution quality and
(ii) verifies the effectiveness of the approach using network
simulations over a large amount of topologies and traffic
scenarios.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Sections 2
and 3 describe in detail the optimization problem and
solution algorithms. Section 4 evaluates different solution
algorithms. In Section 5, we compare the performance
of the solution algorithms with two simple distributed
heuristics using ns-2 simulations. Section 6 discusses how
the optimization scheme could be implemented in real
networks. Finally, in Section 7, we derive some closing
conclusions.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

2.1. Notation

The considered mesh network is modeled as a directed
graph G.V ;E/. The set of nodes V is the union of three
sets: (i) a set U that includes one element for each user
station; (ii) a set M that includes one element for each
MN; and (iii) a set W that includes one element for each
MGW. An additional node t is also introduced to repre-
sent a wired connection to the NOC and the Internet. So,
V D U [M [W [ ftg. The set of edges E includes one
element for each potential communication link between
nodes in V , and each edge .u; v/ 2 E is associated with
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Table I. Summary of notation.

Symbol Description

U Set of STA
M Set of non-gateway mesh nodes
W Set of mesh gateways
t Virtual node representing the Internet
V Set of nodes V DU [M [W
E Set of links
G Connectivity graph G.V ;E/
K Set of contenting links
H Contention graph H.E;K/
vu Source of traffic demand for STA u
f u
ij Flow of STA u on link .i; j/

xu
ij Indicator variable if STA u uses link .i; j/

F u.j/ Total flow of node j by STA u
X u.j/ Total number of links at node j by STA u
bij IP-layer capacity of link .i; j/
R Set of feasible rate allocation vectors

a non-negative value b.u;v/ � 0 representing the maxi-
mum IP-layer bit rate (the rate usable by Internet Protocol
(IP) connections, taking into account Medium Access Con-
trol (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) layer overheads)
that link .u; v/ can support. The achievable IP-layer bit
rate depends on PHY rate and the interference model. In
Appendix B of this paper, we show how to compute b.u;v/
for the collision domain model.

The collision domain of a link .u; v/ contains all other
links that cannot be active at the same time as .u; v/ and
can be determined as shown in Appendix B. Once the
collision domains are established, the contention graph
H.E;K/ can be built in the following way: The set of
nodes coincides with the set E of edges in the connectiv-
ity graph G.V ;E/. An edge is added to K to connect two
nodes of .i ; j / and .k; l/ 2E if .k; l/ 2 C.i ; j /. In the fol-
lowing, if .i ; j /, .k; l/ are edges of the graph G that share
resources, we denote by ..i ; j /; .k; l// the edge connecting
the corresponding nodes in G.

We remark that in this case, we are modeling a relaxed
resource sharing condition, as we require all links of a col-
lision domain to be inactive. A more refined modeling of
the resource sharing condition can be obtained through the
so-called clique model [23]. However, this model requires
to compute maximal independent sets, which is Non-
deterministic Polynomial-time (NP) hard. Moreover, the
collision domain model has been shown to be reasonably
accurate [24] and is thus widely used (e.g., [25–27]).

A summary of the notation used throughout the rest of
the paper is given in Table I.

2.2. Feasible solution set

Each STA uses its corresponding station u 2 U to down-
load data from node vu 2 V via a hotspot that is connected
to the mesh network. The data transmission request gener-
ated by each STA can thus be identified by a tuple .u; vu/

that indicates the destination and source nodes of the trans-
mission in the graph G. We assume a single-path routing
protocol, which imposes that the entire traffic flow of each
request must be routed on a single path.

The problem that we study can be described as fol-
lows: Given the mesh network graph G.V ;E/ including
a set U of STA and a set M of MNs, the contention
graph H.E;K/ and the vector of edge bit rate capacity

b 2 ZjE jC , the Mesh Max-Routing Problem (MESHMAX)
is the one establishing a single routing path for each STA
so as to maximize the flow rates sent on the network,
while respecting the capacity of each link and the resource
sharing relations imposed by the contention graph. Note
that by computing a path for each STA, we implicitly
compute the STA-MAP association, as the STA and the
MAP are the first two nodes among the ones constituting
the path.

The MESHMAX problem can be naturally modeled as
a variant of the unsplittable multicommodity flow problem
[28], where the flow models the transfer rate associated to
each STA. In particular, we refer to a formulation based on
edge flows, where we introduce a non-negative continuous
variable f uij 8u 2 U ; .i ; j / 2 E to represent the bit rate of
STA u 2 U on link .i ; j / 2 E and a binary variable xuij
8u 2 U ; .i ; j / 2 E that is equal to 1 if the entire traffic
of u is routed on edge .i ; j / and 0 otherwise. The latter
variable is needed to model the unsplittable flow require-
ment. The unsplittable multicommodity flow problem has
no constraints on fairness and hence can lead to the starva-
tion of users. Hence, later when solving MESHMAX, we
impose additional fairness constraints.

In Equations (1)–(6), we define the set of feasible solu-
tions for the MESHMAX problem. Equation (1) models
the flow conservation. For each node j and each STA u,
the amount of flow F u.j / associated with STA u and
entering node j must be equal to the amount exiting the
node, except in the origin node vu and destination node u.
Equation (2) ensures that each STA routes its entire traffic
on a single path between u and vu. The capacity con-
straint (3) ensures that the sum of flows sent on an link
does not exceed the capacity of the collision domain of
the corresponding link. Specifically, the overall flow that
is considered in the left-hand side of each constraint (3)
includes the following: (i) the sum of the flows of all STAs
sent on edge .i ; j / 2 E plus (ii) the sum of flows of
all STAs sent on edges .l; k/ 2 E that share the band-
width of .i ; j / according to the contention sharing graph
H.E;K/ (this requires that we must add the flows of edges
associated to nodes in Z that are adjacent to the node rep-
resenting edge .i ; j / in the graph H ). � is a constant to
model the efficiency of the channel access protocol. We
normalize the flow rates by dividing by bij ; that is, flows
sent on faster links occupy the wireless channel less. Con-
straint (4) ensures that if edge .i ; j / is not used to route the
traffic of u, then no flow of u can be sent over it. Finally,
Equations (5) and (6) define the decision variables of
the problem.
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X
.i;j /2E

f uij �
X

.j ;i/2E

f uji D F
u.j /

with F u.j /D

8<
:

P
.vu;i/2E

f uvui
j D u

0 otherwise
�
P
.u;j /2E f

u
uj j D vu

8u 2 U ;8j 2 V

X
.i;j /2E

xuij �
X

.j ;i/2E

xuji DX
u.j /

(1)

with Xu.j /D

8<
:

1 j D u

0 otherwise
�1 j D vu

8u 2 U ;8j 2 V (2)

X
u2U

f uij =bij C
X

.k;l/2E W..i;j /;.k;l//2H

X
u2U

f ukl=bkl � � 8.i ; j / 2E (3)

f uij � bij � x
u
ij 8u 2 U.i; j / 2E (4)

f uij � 0 8u 2 U.i; j / 2E (5)

xuij 2 f0; 1g 8u 2 U.i; j / 2E (6)

2.3. Discussions

Constraint (3) is based on the assumption that contend-
ing links can share resources arbitrarily, for example, by
time division. It further assumes that the efficiency of
the channel access is independent of the traffic in the
network. Kumar et al. [25] show how to find a sched-
ule of finite length for arbitrary legal flow rates in Time
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) networks under such
assumptions.

Many deployed WMNs however adopt the IEEE 802.11
MAC layer, which uses random access. Unfortunately,
computing � and the achievable throughput for IEEE
802.11 requires lengthy computations with no closed-form
solution [29]. In particular, when the network load is close
to the capacity of the network, there are many collisions,
which require a complicated model. However, Danesh-
garan et al. [30] show that one can precisely approximate
the throughput of an IEEE 802.11 station in non-saturated
conditions as a linear function, as long as the offered load
is not too high. Garetto et al. [31] adopt a similar approach
and model the IEEE 802.11 throughput as a piecewise lin-
ear function. Dely et al. [32] present measurements from
a real network, which support this claim. The intuition
behind [30] and [31] is simple: If the network load is low,
there is a small chance for collisions, and hence, all offered
load contributes to the throughput. By setting � to a value
smaller than 1, one makes sure that the network always
stays in the linear region, and a linear approximation is
valid. Clearly, by using � < 1, one cannot fully utilize the
network, but the throughput difference associated with, for
example, � D 0:9 and � D 1, is minor, as most of the
additionally sent packets create collisions and do not con-
tribute to the throughput. Hence, constraint (3) is also a
good approximation for IEEE 802.11 networks.

Another critical aspect is the time-varying and stochas-
tic nature of the wireless channel. We model the channel
gain factor G as a fixed value. However, because of varia-
tions in the propagation environment, G may change thus
resulting in a new connectivity and contention graph. Col-
lecting and conveying instantaneous channel feedback to
a central entity, which solves the MESHMAX problem,
is intrinsically difficult. Consequently, G should be inter-
preted as an average on a longer period, which is easier to
obtain in practice.

The system model given can, in principle, also be
applied to multi-radio and multichannel WMNs. In such
networks, the interference can be reduced by using orthog-
onal channels and minimizing the number of interfering
links. Assuming that channel assignment was computed in
a preliminary phase, our model can be applied as is by just
specifying the proper collision domains.

The focus of this paper is in the optimization of rout-
ing and associations. However, for the sake of a complete
formulation, in Appendix A, we show how to extend our
model and algorithms, for the case where one would like
to optimize both channel assignment and routing.

2.4. Objective function and
fairness considerations

It is reasonable to assume that user utility increases as the
flow rate increases. Hence, we aim to maximize the flow
rate of each STA. For notational convenience, we define
a rate allocation vector r D .r1; : : : ; rjU j/, which denotes
the flow rate of each STA, that is, ru D

P
.v;u/2E f

u
vu.

The set of feasible rate allocation vectors R is described by
Equations (1)–(6). We would like to maximize r over all
r 2 R. Hence, the following optimization problem needs to
be solved:
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maximize fr W r 2 Rg (7)

Problem (7) is not a standard optimization problem, as it
tries to optimize a vector of user rates and not a single real
number. A standard approach to solve such an optimiza-
tion problem is to define an aggregate objective function
f .r/ W RjU j ! R and then maximize f .r/. One of the
simplest aggregation functions is the so-called max–sum:

maximize

(X
u2U

ru W r 2 R

)
(8)

The drawback of max–sum optimization is the com-
plete lack of fairness. Some STAs may receive high rates,
whereas other STAs are completely deprived of bandwidth.
Consider for example a simple network consisting of two
MNs v1 and v2 and two STAs u1 and u2, such that u1
can only be associated to v1 and u2 to v2. We additionally
assume that all links are in one collision domain and that
the IP layer bit rate of the links is 10 Mbit/s. In this case,
the max–sum optimization would allocate 10 Mbit/s to u1
and 0 Mbit/s to u2—a very unfair assignment. To avoid
such deprivation, fairness needs to be introduced into the
optimization model.

In a hotspot scenario, traffic demands of users are not
known a priori. We hence apply the classic concept of
max–min fairness, which does not require predetermined
traffic demands.

Definition 1. By �!r , we denote the bit rate allocation
vector r with its entries sorted in non-decreasing order.
Following the classical definition of [16], we call a rate
allocation �!r max–min fair, if r 2 R; that is, it is feasible
and if for any other feasible allocation �!s ; if Esi > Eri , there
exists some j such that Erj < Eriand Esj < Erj ; that is, if r is
max–min fair, it is not possible to increase one entry of r
without decreasing a smaller entry.

Finding a max–min fair allocation is closely related
to the lexicographic ordering of rate vectors. Nace and
Pioro [33] define the lexicographic order of two vectors
as follows:

Definition 2. We call a vector r 2 Rm lexicographically
greater than vector s 2 Rm, r � s, if there exists an index
i 2 f1; : : : ; m�1g, such that rj D sj for all j D f1; : : : ; ig
and riC1 > siC1. If r� s or rD s, we write r� s.

Definition 3. A lexicographic maximization lex max r W
r 2 R finds the lexicographically greatest vector r in the
feasible set R.

Intuitively, a vector Er 2R is max–min fair, if there exists
no other vector s � r. We will use this relationship in the
following algorithms.

3. SOLUTION ALGORITHMS
FOR MESHMAX

Our aim is to solve lex max r W r 2R. As such an optimiza-
tion problem cannot be solved directly with standard LP
or MILP solution algorithms, we proceed with presenting
three algorithms for solving the MESHMAX problem (i.e.,
the MILP defined by Equations (1)–(6)) with the max–
min fairness objective. We describe one exact solution
algorithm and two faster heuristics.

The MESHMAX problem needs to be solved each time
a user enters or leaves the network or the network topology
changes. The first algorithm (MESHMAX-OPT) that we
present computes the optimal max–min fair allocation in
single-path networks. This is computationally very inten-
sive and only feasible for small networks. The second algo-
rithm solves a relaxed version of the original MESHMAX
problem, by allowing to split a flow as it traverses the net-
work (MESHMAX-LP). The outcome of this algorithm is
then used to derive a rounded single-path version.

The third algorithm (MESHMAX-FAST) takes into
account the two-tier nature of WMNs, with infrastructure
nodes and STAs, that generate service requests. Instead of
solving the MESHMAX problem for all STAs, it solves it
for MAPs and then uses a matching algorithm to associate
STAs to MAPs.

3.1. Optimal max–min fair rate allocation
(MESHMAX-OPT)

We use the idea of conditional means, which was intro-
duced in [34] to compute a max–min fair resource alloca-
tion over non-convex sets. The basic idea of this approach
is to define �k D

Pk
iD1 Eri , which represents the k-th cumu-

lative ordered value and can be computed by solving the
following optimization problem:

�k Dminimize
X
u2U

ruwuk (9)

X
u2U

wuk D k (10)

0� wuk � 1 8u 2 U (11)

With w, we denote a continuous variable to weight the
importance of each individual r . Note that this problem is
nonlinear, as both w and are r variables. Taking the dual
of the program leads to the following linear formulation, in
which � can be computed:

�k Dmaximize kˇk �
X
u2U

�ku (12)

ˇk � ru � �ku 8u 2 U (13)

�ku � 0; 8u 2 U (14)

Ogryczak et al. [34] then show that solving lex max r
is equivalent to solving lex max f�1; : : : ; �jU jg. The lat-
ter lexicographic maximization problem can then be
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solved by iteratively solving the following optimization
problem (OP1):

maximize �k (15)

�k � kˇk �
X
u2U

�ku (16)

��l � lˇl �
X
u2U

�ku 8l 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g (17)

ˇl � ru � �lu 8l 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g; u 2 U (18)

�iu � 0 (19)

fr1; : : : ; rjU jg 2R (20)

where ˇ is an unbounded continuous variable and ��
l

is the
optimal solution of iteration l . Constraints (16)–(19) and
variables ˇ and � are introduced for calculating the con-
ditional mean. For details on transforming a non-convex
lexicographic optimization problem into the form previ-

ously, we refer the reader to [34] or [33]. OP1 cannot be
used to compute ��1 . This can be carried out by solving the
following similar (and simpler) problem (OP2):

maximize �1 (21)

� ru C �1 � 0 8u 2 U (22)

fr1; : : : ; rjU jg 2R (23)

The max–min fair rate allocation vector r is then com-
puted with Algorithm 1.

3.2. Relaxed max–min fair rate allocation
(MESHMAX-LP)

The MESHMAX-OPT is a particular case of an unsplit-
table maximum flow problem and, with respect to the spe-
cific application that we consider, requires a long time to be
solved in reasonable quality. We thus consider faster solu-
tion approaches, starting by considering a relaxed version
of the problem that can be solved more easily. Specifically,

we drop the single-path routing requirement, thus allowing
the flow to be split among multiple paths between every
origin–destination pair. We remark that solving the split-
table version of the max–flow problem is computationally
easier and the solution provides an upper bound on the
unsplittable version. The solution to the relaxed splittable
problem is then given as input to a fast heuristic that derives
an (in general non-optimal) unsplittable solution.

maximize ˛ (24)X
.i;j /2E

f uij �
X

.j ;i/2E

f uji D F
u.j /

with F u.j /D

8̂̂
ˆ̂<
ˆ̂̂̂:

˛ j D u^ u 2 U nU 0

�˛ j D vu ^ u 2 U nU
0

0 otherwise
du j D u^ u 2 U 0

�du j D vu ^ u 2 U
0

8j 2 V ;8u 2 U (25)

X
u2U

f uij =bij C
X

.k;l/2E W..i;j /;.k;l//2H

X
u2U

f ukl=bkl � � 8.i ; j / 2E (26)

f uij � 0 8u 2 U ; .i ; j / 2E (27)

To solve the problem of max–min fair rate allocation
with splittable flows, we first reformulate OP2 to OP3
(Equations (24)–(27)) and then use the well-known water-
filling approach [35].

The OP3 maximizes ˛, the rate of non-saturated STAs,
subject to rates already computed for saturated STAs. For
this purpose, we define set U 0, which contains all saturated
STAs. Furthermore, we define a parameter du (u 2 U 0),
which denotes the traffic demand of a saturated STA u.
Equation (25) enforces rate ˛ for each non-saturated STA
and a rate du for each saturated STA. Constraints (26) and
(27) enforce capacity constraints and positive flow rates.

We then iteratively compute du with Algorithm 2: At
each iteration, newly saturated STAs are identified and
added to set U 0, until all STAs are saturated. To check if an
STA u is saturated, one can solve OP3 and fix the demands
of all STAs except for u. If the rate ru can not be increased,
STA u is saturated.

We use the results of Algorithm 2 to compute a single-
path routing solution for the max–flow problem by consec-
utively selecting the maximum capacity path for each STA.
The maximum capacity path for an STA can be found by
constructing a new graph from all edges with positive flow
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1 2 3 41 1 1.5

1.5

Figure 4. Network for which Algorithm 2 does not terminate.

(computed by Algorithm 2) for the corresponding STA. On
this graph, a single-commodity unsplittable flow problem
is solved. To our experience, this new graph tends to be
small (as we only consider edges that carry flow of the
respective STA). Hence, the maximum capacity path can be
found very fast by solving the MILP formulation through
CPLEX. We remark that strictly polynomial time solution
algorithms for this problem exist (e.g., [36,37]). For exam-
ple, Hu [37] requires solving a Minimum Spanning Tree
(MST) problem and theoretically has a lower computa-
tional complexity than the MILP formulation. However,
when solving the MILP with a state-of-the-art solver such
as CPLEX, which has been refined over years and has
reached extremely high level of efficiency, it can practically
beat also specialized non-commercial prototypal imple-
mentation of polynomial time algorithms. We tested for
a network with 100 edges and 39 vertices. CPLEX could
solve such instance size in 0.01 s, whereas the MST algo-
rithm required 0.33 s. Hence, we use the MILP formulation
for all experiments.

Algorithm 2 does not require to introduce the new vari-
ables ˇ and �. On the basis of our computational expe-
rience, Algorithm 2 performs better than Algorithm 1.
However, Algorithm 2 cannot be applied to the original
MESHMAX problem (single-path) as there is the possi-
bility that a saturated user is not found and hence the
algorithm may not terminate. This can be shown by the
simple example depicted in Figure 4 and the corresponding
feasible region as depicted in Figure 5: We consider two
users, with demands associated with origin–destination
pairs .1; 3/ and .1; 4/, respectively. In the first iteration of
Algorithm 2, each user is assigned 1 Mbit/s. Now, as the
paths of both users are not fixed, each demand can poten-
tially be routed via link .1; 3/, and none of the users is sat-
urated, as either one of them could potentially be improved
to 1.5 Mbit/s. Hence, the termination condition (have only
saturated users) of the loop in Algorithm 2 will never be
fulfilled.

Graphically, Algorithm 2 can be interpreted as follows:
It first finds a point on the efficient frontier of Figure 5
at which both users have the same rate. It then checks if
it can improve the rate of one user without decreasing the
rate of the other. In the case of single-path routing, the algo-
rithm first finds point .1; 1/ but then cannot decide in which
direction to progress.

In contrast, when applying Algorithm 2 to multipath net-
works, both users are assigned with 1.25 Mbit/s in the first
iteration, and all links are saturated. Hence, for a non-
convex feasible region, as typical for single-path routing,
Algorithm 1 needs to be used.

3.3. Fast heuristic solution algorithm
(MESHMAX-FAST)

In the case of real network instances, solving MESHMAX-
LP corresponds to solving a large LP, making it too
complex for online optimization. We can reduce the
problem complexity, by considering (i) that in mesh-
connected hotspots, most of the traffic is exchanged
between the STAs and the Internet (and not among MNs
or STAs) and (ii) that typically, there are many STAs but
only a few MAPs. In the following, we decompose the

0.5
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Rate User 
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Rate User 
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Max-Min Fair 
Allocation
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1.5
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Figure 5. Feasible set for multipath (left) and single-path routing (right).
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original MESHMAX problem into a number of subprob-
lems, which can be individually solved fast:

(1) Flow-maximization: Find the maximum flow (under
fairness considerations) between STAs and the
Internet.

(2) (Initial) STA-MAP assignment: Find an MAP for
each STA.

(3) STA-MAP re-assignment: Move STA between
MAPs, to increase the minimum STA rate.

(4) Routing: Compute a feasible routing for each STA.

As shown in Figure 6, the subproblems are solved itera-
tively, until the minimum per STA rate cannot be improved
anymore. Instead of directly facing a multi-commodity
max–flow problem that requires time to obtain solutions of
reasonable quality, we first compute a single-commodity
max–flow with the Internet as source and the MAPs as
sinks and an overall STA-MAP assignment (computation-
ally simpler). We then use the results to find a feasible
solution w.r.t. Equations (24)–(27), that is, the original
MESHMAX problem.

This approach works particularly well when the flow
traversing an MAP is divided into flows for many STAs
and when most traffic is between the STAs and the
Internet.

3.3.1. Subproblem I: flow maximization.

We build a reduced connectivity graph G0.V 0; E 0/,
where V 0 D M [ W [ ft ; t 0g and E includes the origi-
nal mesh backbone links from E as well as edges from all
MAP to t 0 and from all i 2 W to t . t is a consolidated
source node representing the Internet, and t 0 is a consoli-
dated sink node.H 0.E 0; K0/ is the conflict graph ofG0 and
is created as described in Section 2.

We aim to find f , which maximizes the flow from the
Internet that is passing through MAPs, weighted by the
parameter a, which is the number of STA associated to
an MAP. The corresponding linear optimization problem
(LP4) is defined in Equations (28)–(33).

maximize
X
j2V 0

aj fjt 0 (28)

X
.i;j /2E 0

fij �
X

.j ;i/2E 0

fj i D F .j /

withF .j /D

8<
:

P
.i;j /2E 0 fij j D t

0 otherwise
�
P
.i;j /2E 0 fij j D t 0

8j 2 V 0 (29)

fij =bij C
X
.k;l/2E 0W..i;j /;.k;l/2H 0//

fkl=bkl � � 8.i ; j / 2E 0 (30)

qaj fit 0 � aifjt 0 8i ; j 2 V 0 W ai ; aj > 0 (31)

fij � 0 8.i ; j / 2E 0 (32)X
.j ;t 0/2E 0

fjt 0 � aj dj 8j 2 V 0 (33)

Figure 6. Sequence diagram of the MESHMAX-FAST algorithm.

Similar to Section 2, Equations (29) and (30) ensure
flow conservation and capacity constraints. Equations (31)
and (33) make sure that STA rates do not differ by more
than a configurable factor q (q D 1 enforces equality) and
that each STA u receives a flow rate of least du. With
Equation 33, the flow passing through an MAP is dis-
tributed to its connected STA equally. Note that LP4 has
no integer constraints and that its size does not depend on
the number of STA, which makes it much easier to solve
than OP1–OP3.
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3.3.2. Subproblem II: establishing

STA-MAP assignments.

Each STA should be associated to exactly one MAP. We
formulate the STA-MAP assignment problem as a maxi-
mum cardinality bipartite matching problem. In this prob-
lem, a graph is partitioned into two sets of vertices U and
S , so that all edges have one endpoint in U and the other
endpoint in S . A matching is a set of edges K such that
every vertex is an endpoint of at most one edge in K.
Finding the set K of maximum cardinality is called max-
imum matching problem. This corresponds to finding the
max–flow in an augmented graph, a task that can be accom-
plished for example by the Hopcroft–Karp algorithm [28]
or by solving an LP. In our implementation, we relied on
the direct use of CPLEX to solve the problem, instead of
using our implementation of the Hopcroft–Karp (in our
preliminary tests, the latter found the optimal solution to
the STA-MAP assignment with 30 clients in 0.35, against
the 0.1 s needed by CPLEX).

The STA-MAP assignment is calculated on a graph with
the vertex set U [ S , where U are STA and S is a set of
virtual service slot nodes. Each MAPm is split into �m ser-
vice slot nodes. � depends on the capacity of an MAP and
will be calculated in Algorithm 5. Edges between nodes in
U and S are created according to connectivity given by G.
Every e 2 K is an association between an MAP and an
STA. Figure 7 depicts an example of a graph for finding
a matching.

3.3.3. Subproblem III: increasing minimum

STA rate.

Given are the flow rate vector f , graph G, and a match-
ing K. We would like to find a new association vector aD
fa1; : : : ; ajV jg and a corresponding matching K, which
maximizes the minimum STA rate. This problem could be
formulated as an MILP. As integrality constraints make the
problem hard to solve in reasonable time for larger prob-
lem instances, we develop a simple heuristic algorithm.
The algorithm is based on a re-association graph R.V ;Z/.

u1 u2 u3

m1

s1,1 s1,2

m2

s2,1 s2,2

Figure 7. Example: finding a matching, where STA 1 can
connect to MAP 1, STA 3 to MAP 2, and STA 2 to both (� D 2).

m2m1
m3

s2 s3s1

Re-association Graph

Stations

Figure 8. Example re-association graph. s1 can connect to m1,
s2 to m1 and m2, and s3 to m2 and m3.

An edge .u; v/ 2 Z is created if there exists an STA that
can be associated to both u and v. If there exists a path
pu!v , it is possible to increase the number of STAs associ-
ated to u and decrease the one of v by re-associating STAs,
potentially requiring STAs on other MAPs to re-associate.

For example, in Figure 8, s1 and s2 are first connected to
m1, and s3 is connected to m2; m3 has no STA connected.
There is no STA onm1 that could be moved directly tom3.
But following the graph on the reassociation graph, one can
see that s2 can be moved to m2, and s3 can be moved to
m3. Hence, we can decrease the association count a ofm1,
by increasing the association count on m3.

Algorithm 3 checks all MAPs pairwise to see if by mov-
ing STA along the re-association graph, the minimum STA
rate can be increased, while considering the link capacity
and the interference according to the contention graph. If
this is possible, K is updated accordingly.

3.3.4. Subproblem IV: routing.

Given are link flow rates f for the t ! t 0 max flow and
the matching K. For each STA u 2 U associated at MAP
m, we want to find a path pt!u D f.t ; i/; : : : ; .m; u/g
capable of forwarding fmt=am flow without violating
capacity constraints imposed by the link flow rates. In gen-
eral, the t ! t 0 max flow is only feasible for split flows.
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To obtain unsplit flows for individual users, we make use
of the following observation: The total flow of an MAP m
comprised am individual flows, which provides a natural
way to split up the total flow of an MAP without split-
ting traffic of an individual user. We create a routing graph
RG from G0 by removing all edges with zero flow. Fur-
ther, let cij denote the available capacity on edge .i ; j /.
Initially, cij equals fij . The cost of each edge .i ; j / is
set to .1=cij /10, so that the use of links with low capac-
ity is penalized. Algorithm 4 finds a path for each user u
that does not violate flow constraints for a rate r 0u. The
rate is computed as the minimum of ru and the available
capacity on the path. In lines 17–23, the rates are adjusted,
by equally splitting rates among all STA sharing the
same path.

3.3.5. Solution algorithm.

We introduce Algorithm 5 to iteratively solve sub-
problems I–IV, aiming to maximize the minimum STA
rate. Line 1 initializes low, which denotes the minimum
throughput that any of the STAs receives. In lines 2–3, an
initial matching K is calculated using (get_matching) and
the number of associated STA computed (get_ass_cnt).
We call the algorithm MESHMAX-FAST if the initial
matching is computed by associating each STA to the
MAP with the lowest hop count to the next gateway. For
MESHMAX-FAST*, we compute the maximum flow t !

t 0 on a graph with edgesE[f.u; t 0/8u 2 U g[f.t ; v/8v 2
M g and vertices V [ ft ; t 0g (i.e., the original graph G

is augmented with a consolidated source node t and a

sink node t 0, which are connected to the gateways and
STA, respectively). For each STA, we select the MAP from
which it receives the highest flow. In lines 4–5, the per STA
flow rates are computed (get_maxflow), and the smallest
are assigned to low.

Lines 6–14 constitute the main loop of the algorithm.
In line 8, the link flow rates f are computed by solv-
ing LP4 (get_maxflow). Equality of all STA is enforced
(q D 1), and no minimum rates are required (m D 0).
Lines 9–11 update the matching K by calling Algorithm 3
(update_matching) and recompute lowcur .† In lines 12–
13, the flow rates are computed again, this time requiring
no fairness (q D 0/ but guaranteeing at least lowcur to
each STA. The main loop is repeated until the lowest STA
rate does not increase anymore. Finally, routes and adjusted
rates are computed using the algorithm 4.

4. NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS

In this section, we compare the performance of the three
considered algorithms. All algorithms are implemented
in OPL modeling language, and the Linear Programming
problems were solved by IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.3 [38]. The
tests were performed on a Linux server with an Intel E5606
Quad-Core CPU (2.13 GHz) and 4 GB RAM.

Specifically, the main result that we will show is that
when the real time limit imposed by an online mesh prob-
lem is considered, even a state-of-the-art LP solver such as
CPLEX is not able to find solutions of reasonable quality
within the time limit. In contrast, our heuristic approach
based on the four sub-algorithms provides a solution at
high quality within the time limits required for online
optimization of networks.

†Note: f=a is a piece-wise division of a flow rate vector f and

association count vector a
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We compared the solution quality in 30 randomly gener-
ated topologies. In each topology, 20 MNs were uniformly
scattered over an area of 500�500m2. Non-connected net-
works were discarded. In the network, four gateway nodes
were randomly placed and connected to the Internet with a
100 Mbit/s Ethernet connection. The mesh backbone was
operated at 54 Mbit/s PHY rate (yielding approximately
32 Mbit/s application layer rate), and the STA-MAP links
at 18 Mbit/s (yielding approximately 10 Mbit/s application
layer rate). STAs were randomly dropped over the coverage
area of the network.

4.1. Throughput

Figure 9 depicts minimum, 90-percentile, maximum, and
average throughput as a mean value over 30 random net-
works. The minimum and 90-percentile throughput show
how well the worst-off users are supported, whereas the
average and maximum throughput indicate how well the
overall network resources are utilized.

The MESHMAX-OPT represents an upper bound for
the minimum throughput because OP2 maximizes the
throughput of the worst STA (Section 3). MESHMAX-
FAST* almost achieves this upper bound, guaranteeing
on average 98% of the optimum. This surprisingly good
performance can be explained as follows: Optimizing split

flows from the Internet to each MAP is a good approxi-
mation of optimizing unsplittable flows from the Internet
to each STA, as each MAP aggregates traffic of many
STAs. The approach of MESHMAX-LP to first optimize
split flows for each STA individually and then approxi-
mate an unsplit version works slightly worse. For a few
STAs, it might occur that the difference between the split
and the approximated unsplit throughputs is high. How-
ever, as a look at the 90%-ile throughput reveals, this does
not happen too frequently. In terms of 90%-ile through-
put, MESHMAX-LP almost achieves the performance
of MESHMAX-OPT, especially in terms of the 90%-ile
throughput.

Interestingly, in terms of minimum throughput,
MESHMAX-FAST performs much worse than
MESHMAX-FAST*. This shows that using a good initial
matching in Algorithm 5 is critical for the performance. If
the algorithm starts from a bad initial matching, the reshuf-
fle operation might not attempt to move STA to a dedicated
MAP, which is required for a good solution.

The ratio between the maximum and the minimum rates
is a simple measure for how fairly resources are dis-
tributed. Among all the Pareto-efficient rate allocations,
the max–min fair rate allocation minimizes this ratio.
Therefore, it also measures how well a rate alloca-
tion approximates a max–min fair rate allocation. For
MESHMAX-OPT, the ratio was on average 3.19 (max.
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Figure 9. Minimum, 90-percentile, maximum, and average throughput for 30 random networks.
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12.03). Instead, it is 3.60 (max. 15.00) for MESHMAX-
LP, 3.48 (max. 24.06) for MESHMAX-FAST*, and 6.32
(max 29.06) for MESHMAX-FAST.

For two topologies with a total of 15 and 25 STAs,
we made deeper investigations on the relative performance
of MESHMAX-LP, MESHMAX-FAST, and MESHMAX-
FAST*. In Figure 10, we plot the CDF of the mini-
mum throughput relative to MESHMAX-OPT, which was
obtained by considering 30 random STA distributions over
the area. A relative performance of 1 is equal to the optimal
solution. For all three heuristic algorithms, the relative per-
formance depends on the location of the STA. For example,
with MESHMAX-LP, the minimum rate can be equal to
49% and 100% of the optimal solution. A similarly large
difference can be observed for MESHMAX-FAST. With
MESHMAX-FAST*, the performance is between 70% and
100%, with an average of 98% and a median of 100%. In
general, it is desirable that the worst case performance of a
heuristic is as high as possible.

4.2. Run-time

As the algorithm is used for online optimization of the net-
work and executed each time an STA joins or leaves the
network or the association opportunities change because
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of user mobility, the run-time is critical. The rate of such
changes depends on the network size and on the usage.
Ghosh et al. [39] studied more than 1.3 million connec-
tions in public WLAN hotspots. In high load situations, the
average arrival rate is roughly one customer per minute.
To account for bursty arrivals, the run-time of the algo-
rithm should thus be considerably shorter than 1 min, for
example, 10 s.

Figure 11 compares the average run-time of the three
algorithms in a random topology with 20 MNs and 5–30
STA (observe the log-scale on the y-axis). As expected,
the run-time of MESHMAX-OPT and MESHMAX-LP
increases at (almost) exponential rate. MESHMAX-OPT
and MESHMAX-LP can be used for online optimization
(when the threshold is 10 s) in the evaluated networks only
when up to 8 and 13 STAs are present respectively. The
run-time growth of MESHMAX-FAST and MESHMAX-
FAST* is much slower.

When a number of STAs between 5 and 15 is present,
MESHMAX-FAST* is slower than MESHMAX-FAST but
is relatively faster when more STAs are present. This
is because initial matching of MESHMAX-FAST* takes
longer but then fewer iterations of the main loop of the
algorithm are required.

In [39], the mean number of concurrent STA per AP
during busy hours does not exceed 10. Further assuming
a network size of 20 MAPs, a target network size of 200
STAs should be solved within the 10 s constraint. For 30
random networks of such size, the average run-time for
MESHMAX-FAST was 4.40 s. Even with 300 STAs, the
run-time is only 8.36 s.

Larger networks often can be partitioned into smaller
logical units. For example, instead of optimizing a net-
work that spans several floors of a building, one can opti-
mize each floor individually. When there is no interference
between the logical units and STAs of one unit cannot use
MAPs of another unit, optimizing those partitions results
in a global optimum.
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4.3. Discussion

On the basis of the results of the numerical analysis, we
make the following key observations: (i) in terms of solu-
tion quality and run-time, the direct solution of a straight-
forward relaxation (MESHMAX-LP) of the original MILP
problem (MESHMAX-OPT) is not as good as an algorithm
that considers the structure of the network (MESHMAX-
FAST*); (ii) solving MESHMAX-OPT requires too much
time to be solved during the online optimization of net-
works of practical size. However, its solution can be used
by system designers to establish a bound on the quality
of the solution obtained by heuristics; (iii) MESHMAX-
FAST* is a practical heuristic, which reveals to be very
useful to find solutions of good quality within the time
constraint associated with the application.

5. EVALUATION AND SIMULATION

The numerical analysis provides valuable insights on the
performance of the algorithms. However, the algorithms
are based on simplified models of the wireless channel
and user traffic. We hence conducted a series of ns-2 sim-
ulations to investigate how suited the simplified model
of the wireless channel and MAC is for the MESHMAX
algorithms. Furthermore, the ns-2 simulations enable us to
compare the performance of the MESHMAX algorithms to
several state-of-the-art heuristics for AP selection.

5.1. Scenario

All simulations were conducted with ns-2 2.33 and the ns-
miracle extensions [40].‡ Each MN is equipped with two
radios, of which one is operated using IEEE 802.11a at
5 GHz and solely used in the mesh backbone. The other
radio is tuned on 2.4 GHz and provides an AP interface
to the stations using IEEE 802.11g. On the backbone, all
the radio devices use the same channel, whereas for the
STA access, the MAPs are assigned non-interfering chan-
nels. The PHY rates were fixed to 36 Mbit/s. Packets are
dropped randomly according to the signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio of a packet.

All MGWs are connected to a core router (as in Figures 2
and 3), which represents the NOC and acts as exchange
point to the Internet. If not stated otherwise, the fixed line
from the MGW to the core router is operated at 100 Mbit/s.
The NOC collects monitoring information from the net-
work, executes the optimization algorithm, and configures
the forwarding tables at the MNs and the rate shapers at
the core router and MNs. Such functionality could easily
be implemented in real deployments using the OpenFlow-
based approach in [41]. The rate shapers are configured
according to the flow rates computed by the optimization
algorithm.

‡The source code of all algorithms, simulation scripts, and topologies

is available for download at http://www.cs.kau.se/�pdely/downloads

The comparison consists of two network topologies:
The first network consists of 15 MNs (of which four are
MGWs) and 15 STA deployed in a random way. The other
network resembles a subset of a real WMN deployed in
Chaska [42]. It consists of 67 MNs (16 MGWs) and 50
randomly dropped STA.

The MESHMAX algorithms were compared with two
schemes that can be implemented in a fully distributed
way: an RSS-based association policy and a minimum hop-
count scheme. In the RSS-based scheme, an STA asso-
ciates to the MAP with the highest signal strength (default
policy in most modern operating systems). In the hop-
count scheme, each MAP broadcasts its hop-count towards
the next gateway in periodic beacon messages. An STA
then associates to the MAP with lowest hop count.

Each simulation was run for 180 s and repeated 30 times
with different random STA drops. The error bars in the
plots later are the standard deviation of the 30 random net-
work instantiations. TCP throughput was measured with
TCP New Reno, Selective ACK option, and one ACK
per segment (no delayed ACKs). As a comparison, we
also measured the UDP throughput with backlogged CBR
traffic and 1400 bytes datagram length. This allows us to
evaluate the impact of the TCP congestion control.

5.2. Throughput performance

In Figures 12 and 13, we plot the UDP and TCP throughput
for the random network. For the MESHMAX algorithms,
we additionally plot the analytical optimum. MESHMAX-
FAST* and MESHMAX-OPT are about equal, followed
by MESHMAX-FAST. With the RSS-based scheme, the
minimum throughput is about 20 times lower than with the
MESHMAX schemes. The hop-count scheme is much bet-
ter, as it avoids having STA using MAPs far from the next
gateway. The performance of the MESHMAX algorithms
very closely match the predictions made by the model. On
average, 99% of the model predictions are reached.

With TCP, the picture changes slightly: TCP implements
a congestion control algorithm to determine the send rate
and requires ACKs, which both reduce the available rate
and can exacerbate unfairness issues. With TCP, the RSS-
based scheme leads to almost complete starvation of some
flows. It is a well-known behavior of TCP that flows that
start close to the gateway can starve other longer flows (see
for example [43]). The hop-count scheme improves the sit-
uation because STAs are associated close to the GWs. The
MESHMAX algorithms, in addition, shape the rates, so
that some flows cannot completely capture all resources.

The analytical optimum and the TCP throughput diverge
more than the UDP throughput. The simulations reach on
average 84% of the analytical throughput. This is not sur-
prising, as the congestion control reacts to losses of TCP
DATA or TCP ACK frames by reducing the send rate. If
one TCP frame is lost, it takes a while until TCP recovers
to the rate computed by the MESHMAX algorithm. Hence,
the average rate over the whole simulation time is lower
than the maximum reachable by a TCP connection.
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Figure 12. Minimum (top) and average (bottom) UDP
throughput in a random network.
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Figure 13. Minimum (top) and average (bottom) TCP throughput
in a random network.

The Chaska topology is too large for MESHMAX-OPT
and MESHMAX-LP to be solved in acceptable time. We
therefore only compared the performance of MESHMAX-
FAST* and the RSS and hop-count policy. For both UDP
and TCP, MESHMAX-FAST* performs better than the
RSS-based and the hop-count-based schemes. With UDP
traffic and MESHMAX-FAST*, each STA receives on
average 5.6 Mbit/s, which is 22% more than with the RSS-
based scheme and 27% more than with the hop-count-
based scheme. With TCP traffic, MESHMAX-FAST* on
average provides 4.5 Mbit/s for each STA, which is 20%
and 40% higher than the RSS and hop-count schemes.
With the RSS and the hop-count schemes, some TCP
flows are completely starved, resulting in zero through-
put. MESHMAX-FAST* at least provides on average
0.44 Mbit/s to the worst-off STA.

5.3. Impact of bottlenecks at gateways

Many WLAN hotspots are connected to the Internet via an
xDSL line, which might be slower than the wireless back-
haul and hence present a performance bottleneck. We ana-
lyzed how sensitive the performance of the MESHMAX
algorithms is to different gateway connection speeds.
Figure 14 plots the minimum UDP throughput relative to
the optimum given by MESHMAX-OPT as an average of
30 simulations using random topologies.

The measurements reveal that there is an impact for
all algorithms, albeit no clear trend can be seen for some
of them. MESHMAX-LP performs better with higher
gateway speeds because the difference between split and
unsplit flow rate is lower in that case. MESHMAX-FAST*
shows no clear trend. However, it is always outperforming
the other schemes.

5.4. Increase in network scalability

From a network operators point of view, it is interesting
how many customers can be supported with a minimum
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Figure 14. Impact of different gateway connection speeds.
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Figure 15. Increased network scalability through MESHMAX
algorithms.

rate. In Figure 15, we plot the simulated average minimum
throughput value for each STA over 30 random topologies
for MESHMAX-FAST* and the RSS-based association.
If the network operator would like to provide on aver-
age at least 1 Mbit/s rate for each STA, then the default
scheme (RSS) can only support seven concurrent STAs.
With MESHMAX-FAST*, 39 users can be supported.
Figure 15 shows the actual value of the proposed opti-
mization algorithm: With a given network infrastructure
and rate requirement, a much higher number of customers
can be served. For a 1 Mbit/s rate requirement, a 5.5 fold
improvement in the number of supported users is possible.
Or conversely, for a given user population of, for example,
15, the minimum rate can be increased from 200 kbit/s to
2.6 Mbit/s.

5.5. Importance of active STA management

We call an STA actively managed if it can inform the opti-
mization algorithm, which MAPs are in reach, and if it
can follow a handover request. In practice, not all STA are
actively managed, as the IEEE 802.11 standard does not
provide mechanisms for monitoring reachability of MAPs
and performing handovers. Only newer standards, such as
IEEE 802.11k [44] and IEEE 802.21 [45], enable such
features. The MESHMAX algorithms do not distinguish
between actively or non-actively managed STA. However,
for non-actively managed STA, the MAP is selected by
the STA in a (potentially) non-optimal way and cannot be
changed by the algorithm, even if better MAPs might be
in reach.

In Figure 16, we plot the average minimum UDP
throughput of 30 random topologies with 50 STAs, given
that only a fraction of the STAs is actively managed and
the rest uses the default RSS-based association scheme. As
a comparison baseline, we also provide the throughput if
all STAs use the RSS-based association and no rate shap-
ing is performed. Not surprisingly, an increase of actively
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Figure 16. Average minimum throughput when associations are
controlled on a fraction of all STA.

managed STAs allows the algorithm to find a better net-
work configuration, and hence, the throughput is higher.
The throughput increases from 0.25 to 0.5 Mbit/s, when
going from 0% to 100% of actively managed STA.

The comparison of MESHMAX-FAST* with 0%
actively managed STA and the RSS-based scheme shows
that limiting flow rates and optimizing the routing double
the throughput from 0.125 to 0.25 Mbit/s. This shows that
even in a network with 100% legacy IEEE 802.11 STA,
major performance improvements are possible.

6. IMPLEMENTATION IN
REAL NETWORKS

Although a presentation of a practical implementation of
the proposed schemes is out of the scope of this paper, we
briefly discuss an implementation considering the architec-
tures proposed in [8,41] or [46]. For example, with [41], it
is possible to exercise fine grained control over routing and
traffic shaping in mesh networks using OpenFlow.

The optimization schemes require the active coopera-
tion of STAs to report information about which APs are
in reach and to allow controlling handovers between APs.
IEEE 802.11k [44], a recent IEEE standard that describes
the exchange of monitoring information between APs and
STAs, can be used to obtain information about available
connection opportunities and interference from the STA.
Alternatively, an MAP can monitor the wireless channel to
detect which devices are in reach, even if a device is not
associated the MAP.

The IEEE 802.21 [45] or IEEE 802.11v [47] can be
used to trigger almost seamless handovers from one MAP
to another. Dely et al. [41] showed through test-bed mea-
surements that mechanisms provided by [45] or [47] result
in average of 210 ms in interruption during the handover.
IEEE 802.11v is an amendment to the latest IEEE 802.11
standard and hence is likely to be deployed widely.

If STAs do not support any of the aforementioned stan-
dards, they can still be forced to connect to the MAP
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computed by the optimization algorithm: By forcefully dis-
associating an STA from an MAP and setting MAC filters,
an STA can be forced to connect a different MAP with the
same service set identifier. This mechanism is not as seam-
less as handovers triggered by IEEE 802.21. According to
our measurements, it takes approximately 3 s for an STA to
find a new MAP and connect to it.

If STAs leave and join very frequently and they do
not allow active management through IEEE 802.21 or
IEEE 802.11v, frequent re-associations and the result-
ing interruptions may lead bad user experience. Never-
theless, network operators may still use the algorithms
we described: By constructing the graph for finding the
STA/MAP assignments in such a way that already con-
nected STAs are forced to remain connected to their current
MAP, frequent re-associations are avoided. This of course
may lead to a suboptimal solution, as the operator can only
optimize routing and rate allocations in such a case. By
using [41], routing and rate allocations can be changed by
the network operator using OpenFlow without disruption
to the user.

The operator can, in addition, solve the optimization
problem allowing STAs to associate to any MAP and com-
pare the solution to the scenario where STAs need to
remain at their current MAP. If by rearranging the STAs,
the solution quality becomes considerably better, the oper-
ator then can reconfigure the network accordingly. This
scheme involves a trade-off between how often a com-
plete rearrangement of STA is allowed and the gap between
the current and the optimal network configuration (which
potentially requires a complete rearrangement of STA).
Characterizing such a trade-off is an interesting problem,
which we leave for the future work.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented and compared several dif-
ferent approaches for optimizing the throughput and fair-
ness of STAs in mesh-connected hotspots. The presented
network simulations show that the proposed optimization
algorithms yield major improvements of flow rates, in par-
ticular for users that otherwise would be starved. For net-
work operators, this translates into more satisfied users.
The exact solution algorithm provides an upper bound,
which can be used as a benchmark. The MESHMAX-
FAST* heuristic can be implemented and used for online
optimization of networks.

This paper is focused on the optimization problems and
solution algorithms. We however did not address the ques-
tion of an architecture for implementing such algorithms
in this paper. Currently, we are designing and evaluat-
ing an architecture based on Software Defined Networking
using OpenFlow, which is based on standard hardware and
software can provide all functionality and flexibility for
running such an algorithm [41].

Another interesting topic for future investigations is
to apply the MESHMAX algorithms in parallel to the

multi-radio multichannel approach in WMNs. By jointly
optimizing the MAC layer and the channel assignment,
as proposed in [48] and [49], additional performance
improvement could be achieved. Many traffic demand-
aware channel assignment algorithms sequentially opti-
mize routing and channel assignment. The MESHMAX
algorithms could be used as one step in such global opti-
mization process as we detailed in the annex, but more
research needs to be done to achieve a practical solution
to the problems.
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APPENDIX A: OPTIMIZATION OF
MULTI-RADIO/MULTICHANNEL
NETWORKS

We distinguish two different approaches for channel
assignment: the integrated channel assignment problem
(CA-INT) and the sequential channel assignment prob-
lem (CA-SEQ). With CA-INT, we refer to the problem of
assigning channels, while at the same time considering all
the other aspects of the MESHMAX problem, namely find-
ing STA/MAP associations, routes, and rate allocations.
Solving MESHMAX with CA-INT provides optimal solu-
tion quality, but as we will show later, it is computationally
infeasible for larger networks.

Thus, in practice, one often solves the problems sequen-
tially, leading to the CA-SEQ approach outlined in
Section A.2.

A.1. Feasible solution set for CA-INT

In the following, we extend the previously defined feasible
solution set to the case where MNs are equipped with mul-
tiple radios that can be operated on orthogonal channels.
We assume each node i 2 V is equipped with �i radios
that can be tuned to a channel c 2 C , where C denotes the
set of orthogonal channels. For example, in IEEE 802.11g,
channels 1, 6, and 11 are orthogonal. Each radio can be
tuned to exactly one channel, and to communicate with a
neighbor, both the sender and the receiving node need to
have a radio tuned to the same channel. The assignment of
channels to a node is represented by the binary variable aci ,
where a value of 1 indicates that channel c is assigned to
one of the radios of node i and 0 means it is not assigned.
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We extend the initial feasible solution set by adding an
index c to the flow and link variables f and x. The flow and
path conservation constraints Equations (A1) and (A2) are
rewritten so that the total amount of flows/paths is sent via
all channels. The capacity constraint Equation (A3) is now
per channel. Equation (A4) ensures that data is sent only
via active links and channels. Equation (A5) enforces that
at maximum �i channels are used by a node, and Equation
(A6) makes sure that links can only be active if the sender
and the receiver node have this channel assigned. Finally,
Equations (A7)–(A9) define the domain of the variables f ,
x, and a.

The CA-INT can be solved with Algorithm 1. Subse-
quently, we call this problem MESHMAX-OPT/CA-INT.

A.2. Sequential channel
assignment—CA-SEQ

Because of the computational hardness of CA-INT, in prac-
tice, one often prefers a sequential treatment of the chan-
nel assignment and the routing problem. The main idea of
CA-SEQ is to couple the channel assignment and routing
problems by using the following steps:

(1) In a first step, the MESHMAX problem is solved on
a single radio network.
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Table A1. Performance comparison of MESHMAX-LP/MESHMAX-FAST*/MESHMAX-OPT with CA-SEQ.

MESHMAX-FAST* MESHMAX-LP MESHMAX-OPT

Minimum download rate (averaged over all simulation runs; Mbit/s) 2.19 2.49 3.19
Average algorithm run-time (s) 9.36 33.24 408.48

(2) The link flow rates computed in step 1 are used as
input to the channel assignment problem described
in Section A.2.1. This problem determines a channel
assignment.

(3) On the basis of the channel assignment, one can
compute a new interference graph, which con-
tains only links operated at non-orthogonal chan-
nels. With this interference graph, the MESHMAX
problem is solved again.

A.2.1. Channel assignment with CA-SEQ.

For the CA-SEQ approach, we need to compute a
feasible channel assignment. CA-SEQ is independent of
the actual channel assignment algorithm, as long as the
network connectivity is ensured by the channel assign-
ment. For example, [51] could be used. For sake of a
complete description of the problem, we propose a sim-
ple MILP formulation of the channel assignment prob-
lem in Equations (A10)–(A17), which aims to maximize
remaining link capacity after satisfying specified link traf-
fic demands. More specifically, the flow on each link .i ; j /
has to be equal to the traffic demand dij plus a positive
slack variable sij (Equation (A10)). The traffic demand
dij is an input parameter to the problem, as, for exam-
ple, computed by solving the MESHMAX problem on a
single-channel instance of the same network. REM.i; j /

denotes the remaining capacity in the collision domain
of link .i ; j / and is computed as REM.i ; j / D � �

f cij =bij �
P
.k;l/2E W..i;j /;.k;l//2H f c

kl
=bkl . Including the

slack capacity in the objective function makes sure that
channels are assigned in such a way that not only the traf-
fic demands are fulfilled but also the channel assignment
is good when the demands are increased (i.e., the slack is
used).

As mentioned earlier, a is channel to node assignment
variable (Equations (A14) and (A15)), and x is channel to
link assignment variable (Equation (A13)). The maximum
number of different channels is bounded by the number
of radios � (Equation (A14)). Note that this problem has
no flow conservation constraints, no bundle constraints,
and no user indices on f and x. Hence, the problem is
computationally easier to solve than CA-INT.

A.2.2. Variants of CA-SEQ.

Depending on the MESHMAX algorithm used to solve
CA-SEQ, we distinguish the following variants:

� MESHMAX-FAST*/CA-SEQ
� MESHMAX-LP/CA-SEQ
� MESHMAX-OPT/CA-SEQ

The MESHMAX-FAST*/LP/OPT refers to the algorithms
used in steps 1 and 3 of CA-SEQ. The channel assign-
ment is found with the MILP formulation as previously
described. This sequential execution of the algorithm of
course leads to a suboptimal performance, when compared
with the integrated solution provided by MESHMAX-
OPT/CA-INT. However, we remark again that for real
deployments, the solution of the complete optimization
problem is not practicable because it requires too long
time. Our original heuristic provides instead good quality
solutions in much less time. As a potential extension of
this algorithm, one could use different algorithms in steps
1 and 3, for example, MESHMAX-FAST* in step 1 and
MESHMAX-OPT in step 3.

A.3. Numerical performance evaluation

We have evaluated the performance of the proposed
multichannel/multi-radio optimization problems and their
respective solution algorithms with 30 random network
topologies, each consisting of 25 mesh routers and 25
stations. Each mesh router is equipped with two radios,
which can be tuned to three orthogonal channels. Even
on a machine with 144 GB of RAM and manual tuning
of the symmetry breaking settings of the solver, CPLEX

could not compute a solution to MESHMAX-INT. We
therefore only report the results of sequential approaches
in Table A1.

As expected, MESHMAX-OPT* provides the best solu-
tion quality, followed by MESHMAX-LP and MESHMAX-
FAST*. Although the difference in achievable download
rates is not very large, the algorithm run-times differ
drastically. MESHMAX-FAST* is three times faster than
MESHMAX-LP and almost 44 faster than MESHMAX-
OPT. MESHMAX-FAST* is therefore the only algorithm
among the three that is suitable for practical online-
network optimization.

We think that a refined integration of the steps of the
sequential approach could improve even more the perfor-
mance of our original approach.

APPENDIX B: COMPUTATION OF
THE IP-LAYER BIT RATE

The IP-layer bit rate of a link depends on the PHY-layer
bit rate, which is determined as follows: For each link,
a node can choose a PHY-layer bit rate from a set of bit
rates f�1; : : : ; �kg. Each bit rate �i corresponds to a mod-
ulation and coding scheme, for which a minimum signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio of �i is required. Given a
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link .u; v/, a node u then chooses the highest bit rate �i for
which the following inequality holds:

PuGuv
N CPiGiv

� �i 8.i ; j / 2 C.u; v/ (B1)

where Pu denotes the transmission power of node u, Guv
is the channel gain ratio on link .u; v/, N is the thermal
noise, and C.u; v/ is the collision domain of link .u; v/.
The collision domain C.u; v/ contains all links that share
the same frequency and which cannot be active at the same
time with link .u; v/. In TDMA-based systems, the sched-
uler needs to ensure that a link is not scheduled simul-
taneously with one or more of the links in the collision
domain.

In the case of the IEEE 802.11 standard, the collision
domain is determined implicitly by carrier sensing. Each
node u has a carrier sensing threshold ıu. If the RSS is
above the sensing threshold, the node backs off and does
not transmit. To ensure error-free reception of all links, the
following inequality must hold:

PuGui � ıi 8.u; v/ 2E W .i ; j / 2 C.u; v/ (B2)

If a node i is the collision domain of link .u; v/, the car-
rier sensing threshold must be low enough to detect a trans-
mission on link .u; v/. This ensures that there are no hidden
nodes, that is, nodes that cannot hear transmission that they
could interfere with. Clearly, one would like to choose the
highest possible bit rate � (to maximize throughput) and
the lowest possible carrier sensing threshold ı (to increase
spatial reuse). From a practical point of view, changing ı
is not possible on most wireless cards. Hence, we assume
that ı is fixed and the bit rate � is set statically, so that
inequality (B1) and (B2) are fulfilled for all links.

We model the IP-layer bit rate for link .u; v/ with PHY
rate �j as

buv D

MTUSIZEX
iD1

	i

�
i=

�
OHfixed C

OHvarC i

�j

��
(B3)

where i is the payload length (in bits), MTUSIZE is the
maximum transferable payload length (in bits), 	i is the
probability of sending a packet of length i , OHfixed are
the fixed duration components of the overhead that are not
dependent on the PHY rate (e.g., channel access or PHY
preamble), and OHvar accounts for PHY rate dependent
overhead (e.g., MAC header).
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